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A novel 3D continuum shell structure is introduced as inclusion for composite materials with

special mechanical properties in this paper. Its geometry is based on a hollow re-entrant

tetrahedron. In a composite, such an inclusion can demonstrate a closure effect induced by

external compression. Its specific deformation mechanism results in a special character of

deformation and affects effective (global) mechanical properties of the composite. A

finite-element method is used to explore quantitatively and qualitatively the deformation

mechanism of the suggested inclusion and its effect on the overall mechanical performance of the

composite. In this study, geometrical features of the inclusion are used as parameters. The

obtained results demonstrate that this kind of inclusion could reduce the composite’s Poisson’s

ratio; moreover, its magnitude is adjustable by changing geometrical parameters of the inclusion.

Besides, an overall hardening effect is achieved for the composite, with the magnitude of global

stiffness also significantly affected by geometrical features of the inclusion. Thus, the developed

inclusion actually provides a potential to develop new composites with a tunable Poisson’s ratio

and enhanced mechanical properties.VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4882855]

I. INTRODUCTION

With development of modern engineering, requirements

to structural materials are becoming more specific and strin-

gent. For centuries, many efforts have been made to improve

mechanical properties of engineering materials. There are

two major factors defining mechanical properties of compo-

sites: properties of constituents and microstructure. Recently,

the concept of mechanical metamaterials has been intro-

duced,1 which places a stronger emphasis on the effects of

the special microstructure of the material on its overall prop-

erties and performance. The recent developments illustrate

that engineering materials with novel, tailored mechanical

properties could be developed from a design concept by

manipulating the constituents and microstructures. As a con-

sequence, there are many studies on development of new

structures with unusual behaviours and material properties.

One research focus is to develop structures with a shrinking

effect and structural instability.2–6 In engineering, these con-

cepts are widely used for drug delivery,7 optical devices,8

and sensors.9 Especially, when a structure with a volume-

shrinking effect is used as an inclusion in a composite

structure, a series of special material properties could be

achieved.10,11

One of the seminal studies is the Lakes’s theoretical

analysis of a conceptual composite with extreme damping

and a negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR).10 In his study, a

concept of a composite system with perfect inclusions10 is

proposed. The analysis demonstrates that the Poisson’s ratio

of a composite structure could be reduced from positive to

negative, when the volume of its inclusions reduces as it

closes. Besides, according to the classic theory of solid

mechanics, this sort of materials potentially exhibits other

specific mechanical properties12–16 induced by the NPR,

such as enhanced levels of indentation resistance,17 shear

stiffness,17–19 fracture toughness,20,21 and energy-absorption

ability.20,22,23 However, the research stopped at the theoreti-

cal stage because the inclusion with closure effect is hard to

implement in real structural materials.

At present, only a few studies have successfully intro-

duced the volume-closure effect into a 3D structure. One

of such structures is a 3D graded structure developed as a

vehicle blast-protector.20 Its basic unit is a frame structure

based on a pyramid polyhedron with one re-entrant

face. When the structure is exposed to external loading, it

contracts (densifies), and the internal void space is closed.

The last development is a 3D shell structure, known as

Buckliball.3,24 It is a continuous shell structure, which could

exhibit an encapsulation effect induced by buckling under

pressure loading. The deformation mechanism seems to

meet the requirements, as expected by Lakes.10 But there

are still some limitations: the deformation mechanism for a

single Buckliball is defined by the closure of holes in its sur-

face that ideally requires hydrostatic loading conditions. As

a result, the area of surface of the deformed Buckliball

decreases during the deformation. When it is embedded in a

matrix of a composite, the surface holes of the Buckliball

cannot close because of the constraints imposed by the

matrix material. Therefore, the Buckliball can hardly be
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used as an inclusion in a composite or transfer its specific

properties to it.

In this paper, a concept of a 3D re-entrant hollow poly-

hedral structure with a strain-induced closure effect is intro-

duced as inclusion for composites. The study starts from an

analysis of different deformation mechanisms of inclusions

linked to their frame and shell. Based on the obtained results,

an inclusion derived from the tetrahedron is suggested. It

could close its internal void even with constraints from

matrix material and external loading, affecting the overall

mechanical properties of the composite. To evaluate the

effects of this inclusion on the composite, a representative

element of the composite is developed at this stage of the

study, exhibiting a tunable Poisson’s ratio and enhanced

stiffness. The element consists of only one inclusion and the

matrix. The inclusion is supposed to be fabricated using a

stiffer material to act as a reinforcing element of the compos-

ite. Thanks to its geometric features, it undergoes a strain-

induced structural encapsulation under compressive loading,

exhibiting the volume-closure effect. The specific deforma-

tion mechanism of the inclusion leads to a reduction of the

global Poisson’s ratio and enhanced stiffness of the compos-

ite. The finite-element method was employed to analyse

compression behaviour of this composite to validate its

conceptual design. In addition, the effects of geometrical fea-

tures of the inclusion on the mechanical performance of the

overall composite structure are also evaluated.

II. INCLUSION

The proposed composite comprises two components: a

matrix and an inclusion. The matrix is the basic material of

the composite with an internal polyhedral void. The inclu-

sion is embedded in the void in the matrix, inducing closure

of the void, and mainly determines the deformation mecha-

nism of the composite. In this study, a re-entrant tetrahedron

(Fig. 1(b)) is chosen as the shape of both the void in the ma-

trix and the inclusion of the composite, since the tetrahedron

is the simplest polyhedron (Fig. 1(a)) and representative. The

length of the edges L is 10, and the faces of the tetrahedron

are re-entrant from the central points of the faces towards its

internal space. The degree of re-entrant face is controlled by

the distance (H) from the vertexes (e, f, g, and h) to their cor-

responding faces (Fig. 1(b)). It is defined as 0.5 at this stage

of analysis. To introduce structure instability to the void, all

the edges face inward, with a very small degree. There are

two types of edges: outline and re-entrant. The outline edge

is the original edge of the tetrahedron, such as edge c-d. The

middle point of edge c-d indents the tetrahedron inwards by

a very small value of Li¼ 0.05 along the perpendicular in the

plane defined by vertexes c, d and e. The re-entrant edge is

the edge, which defines the re-entrant face of the tetrahedron,

such as edge d-g. To introduce curvature, the middle point of

edge d-g indents the tetrahedron inwards by Li¼ 0.05 along

the perpendicular in the plane defined by points a, d, and g.

To develop a composite with a reduced Poisson’s ratio

and enhanced mechanical properties, the inclusion should

exhibit two specific mechanical properties: an effect of vol-

ume closure and structural concentration. Inspired from the

successful 3D NPR structures,3,20,21 two different approaches

are adopted for designing the inclusion: a re-entrant frame

inclusion and a re-entrant shell inclusion. The former is

defined using the edges of the re-entrant tetrahedron

(Fig. 1(b)), while the latter using the faces of the re-entrant

tetrahedron (Fig. 1(b)). To evaluate deformation mechanisms

of different types of inclusions in composites, finite-element

models were developed by embedding these two suggested

inclusions in the same matrix; the assembly scheme is shown

in Fig. 2. To eliminate the effects of boundary conditions of

the composite on the deformation of the embedded inclusion,

a relatively large cubic matrix element with dimensions

30� 30� 30 was used (Fig. 2(a)). A void is located in the

matrix; its geometric centre coincides with that of the com-

posite element. The shape and dimensions of the void and

the inclusion are the same as those of the basic re-entrant

tetrahedron (Fig. 1(b)). A composite element is assembled

by embedding the inclusion into the matrix (Fig. 2(c)). The

boundary conditions used in simulations corresponded to the

fixture of a specimen in the real-life test. The bottom of the

structure was fixed (using “ENCASTRE” option in ABAQUS

with all the degrees of freedom of the surface constrained:

U1¼U2¼U3¼UR1¼UR2¼UR3¼ 0). A uniform dis-

placement in the negative y (U2) direction was applied on

the top surface of the structure to simulate the static

FIG. 1. Geometry model for void:

(a) basic tetrahedron; (b) re-entrant tet-

rahedron; (c) details of re-entrant

edges.
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compressive deformation. Contacts between the internal

surfaces of the inclusion were allowed in simulations.

For the model with the frame inclusion, the cross section

of the frame is circular, with diameter of 0.4. The elastic

modulus of the matrix was defined by a given value A, and

its Poisson’s ratio was 0.3. The elastic modulus for the frame

inclusion was defined as 100A, and the Poisson’s ratio was

also 0.3. Elements B31 (ABAQUS) were used to mesh the

frame and element C3D10 was used for the matrix. For the

model with the shell inclusion, the matrix was the same as in

the previous model; thickness of the shell was defined using

a parameter T, which was 0.2 at the initial stage of the study.

It is offset from the bottom of the faces of the void. The elas-

tic modulus 100A was used for the shell, and element S4R

was used to mesh the inclusion. The Poisson’s ratio of the

shell was 0.3.

Figure 3 demonstrates deformation patterns obtained in

simulations for the models with the frame and shell inclu-

sions, respectively. It is apparent that two types of inclusions

induce different deformation mechanisms. For the composite

element with the frame inclusion (Fig. 3(a)), the void flat-

tened when a compressive load was applied and the frame of

the inclusion collapsed. Even though the void is compressed

thanks to the re-entrant geometry of both inclusions, the

deformation process does not result in lateral contraction and

strain-induced concentration, which would be exhibited by a

re-entrant frame without any constraints by the matrix.

However, the composite structure with the shell inclu-

sion (Fig. 3(b)) demonstrated a different deformation pattern.

All its four faces shrank towards the centre of the void with

the increasing overall strain (Fig. 4), exhibiting both volume

closure and structural concentration effects. Based on this

deformation mechanism, the matrix material is dragged by

the re-entrant inclusion into the void, closing it. As shown in

Figure 5, the volume of the void decreases with the increas-

ing external compressive strain. The initial void volume of

the composite element before the start of compression was

81.62. It decreased to 75.17, when the overall compressive

strain of 5%, i.e., 7.9% of it was occupied by the compressed

matrix material. When overall strain reached 29.6%, 65.16%

of void is compressed due to the shrink of all four re-entrant

faces of the inclusion. Comparing this development with the

deformation pattern of the frame inclusion, the shell inclu-

sion exhibited the apparent volume-closure and structural

concentration effects rather than the flattening effect of the

latter inclusion. Therefore, the re-entrant-shell inclusion was

FIG. 2. Scheme of assembly of com-

posite element: (a) matrix with void;

(b) inclusion; (c) composite structure.

FIG. 3. Deformation of composite ele-

ments with frame (a) and shell (b)

inclusion.
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determined as the inclusion for the further development of

the composite with a special type of mechanical behaviour.

III. COMPOSITE ELEMENT WITH INCLUSION

Based on the above analysis, the hollow re-entrant shell

inclusion was selected to develop a representative composite

element. In order to investigate the effect of this inclusion on

mechanical performance of the composite, a cylinder-shaped

matrix with relatively small dimensions was chosen for the

composite element (Fig. 6). The circular cross section of the

element reduces the effect of the tetrahedral shape of the

inclusion, and the element’s relatively small dimensions

allow evaluation of the effects of the inclusion on the overall

mechanical properties. The initial diameter of the cross sec-

tion D0 was 12, its height 16. The inclusion was placed in

the void of the cylinder; the assembly scheme assured that

the inclusion was located in its centre (Fig. 6(c)). The effects

of two geometrical parameters—a degree of re-entrant faces

and thickness of the shell of inclusion—on the composite’s

behaviour were analysed.

To analyse the effect of the degree of re-entrant faces,

three finite element models were developed: model-05-02,

model-04-02, and model-03-02. The codes of the models

reflect different levels of the inclusion’s geometrical parame-

ters; the notation is “model-H-T,” where H is the degree of

re-entrant faces of inclusion and T is the thickness of the

shell of inclusion. In this study, thickness of the shell was

constant (T¼ 0.2), while three values were assigned to the

degree of re-entrant faces H: 0.5, 0.4, and 0.3. The volume

fractions of the components for the resulting composite ele-

ments are shown in Table I. The mesh, material definitions,

and boundary conditions of the models are in accord to the

FE (Finite Element) model presented in Sec. II.

Typical compression behaviour of this kind of compos-

ite element is shown in Fig. 7. When a compressive loading

was applied (Fig. 7(b)), its lateral surface contracted along

the transversal direction. Apparently, it demonstrated a dif-

ferent deformation mechanism from that for conventional

materials that usually extend laterally under compression.

The phenomenon is due to the closure effect of the embed-

ded inclusion (Fig. 7(c)), with the matrix material being

dragged inwards the void space.

However, for different degrees of the re-entrant faces,

deformations of composite elements are quantitatively differ-

ent. The change in the Poisson’s ratio of the studied compos-

ite structures is presented in Fig. 8. The results were

calculated using the initial diameter of the cylinder D0 and

the diameter of the middle cross sections (D1) of the

deformed element (Fig. 7(b)). Obviously, the Poisson’s ratios

of the composite elements are much lower than the Poisson’s

ratio of their constituent materials, which was 0.3. For strains

below 18%, nearly constant levels were obtained. This can be

explained by a continuous void closure in the composite ele-

ments (Fig. 9(a)) with the increasing compressive strain.

Similar deformation patterns were demonstrated in all of

three composite elements. However, the elements with lower

re-entrant degrees H demonstrate higher Poisson’s ratios at

overall strain below 18%: e.g., the average Poisson’s ratio of

FIG. 4. Deformation mechanism of shell inclusion at various levels of exter-

nal compressive strain: (a) 0%; (b) 10%; (c) 20%; (d) 29.6%.

FIG. 5. Void volume reduction under different compressive strain levels.
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the composite element with the smallest H (model-03-02) is

1.79% higher than the one for the composite with the highest

H (model-05-02). Further compression changed the trends.

For instance, the value of the Poisson’s ratio obtained for

model-05-02 at strain of 26.2% was 14.3% higher than that at

strain of 20%. For the composite elements with lower H—

model-04-02 and model-03-02—the respective increases

were 8.7% and 4.6%. These results demonstrate that compos-

ite elements with smaller values of H have more stable values

of the Poisson’s ratio. According to Table I, such elements

have a higher volume of void. It means that void closure con-

tinues even at higher strain levels as seen in Fig. 9(a).

However, the decline of void volume with strain is non-

linear due to the geometry of inclusions (Fig. 9(a)). To link

the change in void volume with deformation of the compos-

ite element, a ratio R is introduced to define the speed of

these processes

R ¼ �DRv=De; (1)

FIG. 6. Scheme of assembly of cylin-

drical composite element: (a) matrix

with void; (b) inclusion; (c) composite

structure.

TABLE I. Volume fractions of components of composite elements.

Model code 0.5–0.2 0.4–0.2 0.3–0.2 0.3–0.3 0.3–0.4 0.3–0.5

Volume fraction of void (Rv) % 4.51 4.82 5.14 5.14 5.14 5.14

Volume fraction of shell of inclusion (Rs) % 1.91 1.90 1.89 2.84 3.78 4.73

Volume fraction of matrix (Rm) % 93.58 93.28 92.97 92.02 91.08 90.13

FIG. 7. Typical deformation pattern of

cylinder composite element (model-

05-02) with shell inclusion: (a) non-

deformed composite; (b) deformed

composite element; (c) deformed shell

inclusion.

FIG. 8. Evolution of Poisson’s ratio with strain for composite elements with

different degrees of re-entrant faces.
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where DRv is the change in volume fraction of void and De

is the respective change in overall true strain of the compos-

ite element.

The evolution of this ratio with compressive strain is pre-

sented in Fig. 9(b), which provides a better understanding of

the results shown in Fig. 8. When the overall strain level is

below 18%, a nearly linear decrease is obtained for all three

composite elements, reflected in nearly stable Poisson’s ratios

(Fig. 8). Apparently, the composite with higher H has a

higher absolute value of R, which explains that lower values

of its Poisson’s ratio. At overall strains exceeding 18%, the

ratio R demonstrated irregular changes with increasing strain,

resulting in fluctuations of the Poisson’s ratios at a relatively

large scale. It is caused by a very complicated closure proce-

dure of the inclusions at such high strain levels. Their internal

surfaces start to contact each other, and local buckling occurs

in certain parts (Fig. 7(c)).

Another important geometrical parameter of the studied

inclusion is thickness of the shell, which may affect mechani-

cal properties of the overall composite. Thus, four different FE

models were developed to simulate the composite elements

with different inclusions, which have the same degree of re-

entrant face (0.3) and different thicknesses (0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and

0.5). The volume fractions of three components of the com-

posite elements are shown in Table I. The volume fraction of

void was kept constant in all three composites, since a constant

value (5.14%) was chosen for the degree of re-entrant face.

The calculated stress-strain relationships of the compos-

ite elements are presented in Fig. 10(a). Although the defined

material properties of the matrix and shells of the composite

elements are linear elastic, the composite elements show non-

linear overall mechanical responses. Obviously, the compos-

ite with the inclusion with a thicker shell is stiffer: at strain of

25%, the level of stress obtained for model-03-05 (highest T)

was 2.8% higher than that model-03-02 (lowest T).

To evaluate the nonlinear mechanical performance of

the composite elements, their instantaneous moduli were

defined. Figure 10(b) shows the evolution of the composites’

moduli with strain, demonstrating significant stiffening with

increase in compression strain.

FIG. 9. Evaluations of volume fraction of void (a) and R (b) with strain for composite elements with different degrees of re-entrant faces.

FIG. 10. Stress-strain relationships (a) and overall moduli (b) with strain for composites with different thickness of shells.
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To obtain a better understanding of the hardening effect,

an effective modulus is introduced to define the global stiff-

ness of the composite elements, including their voids. In the

suggested composite elements, the overall volume consists

of volume of shell of inclusions (Vs), volume of voids (Vv),

and volume of matrix (Vm). So, the effective modulus was

determined based on the theory of the rule of mixtures by

considering the effect of voids.

First, it was assumed that there is a continuous compos-

ite material with only two constituents: materials of shell of

inclusion and matrix. It has the same volume V0 as the devel-

oped composite element, which is given by

V0 ¼ Vs þ Vm: (2)

For this two-phase composite, the low-bound modulus of

this composite E0 could be easily calculated with the rule of

mixtures

E0 ¼ EsEm= EsVm=V
0 þ EmVs=V

0
� �

; (3)

where Es is the elastic modulus of the material of the shell of

inclusions and Em is the modulus of the matrix. The account

for voids can be introduced in a way, traditional for

low-level porosity or damage. According to this, the effec-

tive stiffness of such a material is normalised by the parame-

ter (1�D)¼ (1 – Vv/V), where V¼V0 þVv is the total

volume of the material. Hence, the effective Young’s modu-

lus of the three-phase composite (matrix, inclusions and

voids) obtained with the two-step procedure has the follow-

ing form:

Ee ¼ E0 V0= V0 þ Vvð Þ: (4)

Fig. 10(b) shows the effective modulus Ee of the composite

elements calculated with Eq. (4). Its magnitude for all the

composite elements is lower than the modulus (A) of matrix

materials caused by the presence of voids that is not even

compensated by the reinforcing component (shell of voids)

due to its low volume fraction.

However, all the moduli calculated in numerical simula-

tions for the developed composite elements are higher than

the effective modulus (Fig. 10(b)), indicating that a proper

design of microstructure of a composite could reduce the

negative effect of voids on the overall stiffness. When the

strains reach 1%, the moduli of all the composite elements

are higher than 1.2A, i.e., already 20.24% higher than the

effective modulus (0.998A) of the composite element

(model-0.3–0.5), which exhibits the highest effective modu-

lus among all the evaluated cases. For strains exceeding

25%, the moduli increase to the values higher than 2A,

showing a significant hardening effect.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A novel 3D inclusion is developed for composites,

which could exhibit a tunable Poisson’s ratio and enhance

their mechanical properties. The study starts from design of

the inclusion to achieve two special effects in terms of its

deformation mechanism: a void-closure effect and an effect

of structural concentration. Then, composite elements are

developed based on the suggested inclusion. Using the finite-

element method, the deformation mechanism caused by

inclusions with various geometrical parameters and their

effects on the overall mechanical performances of respective

composite elements are analysed. Based on the obtained

results, the following features can be discussed and conclu-

sions drawn:

1. The design of inclusion was inspired by the well-know re-

entrant NPR structures. However, the current research

into NPR structures is focused mainly on frames.

Although such structures could exhibit the NPR effect

and some specific mechanical performances, they could

not be used in composites as reinforcing elements because

deformation of frames cannot initiate similar deformation

of the matrix material in a composite material. Thus, the

inclusion has to be developed on the basis of a continuum

shell, encapsulating a void space. Within a composite ele-

ment, the shell structure contracts inward the void space

and exhibits the volume-closure effect. For the inclusion

developed in this study, more than 65% of the original

void space would be closed (and the effect could be

enhanced by defining its parameters properly), which

means that the closure effect is very effective. Since the

shell of the inclusion is bonded with the matrix material,

the latter was dragged by the shell filling the void space.

Consequently, the composite tended to contract; this

resulted in specific overall mechanical performances:

reduction in the Poisson’s ratio and the hardening effect.

In this study, the inclusion was designed on the basis of

tetrahedron, which was treated as a simple example for

validation of the concept of the inclusion closure.

2. The composite element with the developed inclusion

exhibited specific mechanical performance. First, the

overall Poisson’s ratio of the composite was significantly

lower than that of its constituents. Some lateral contrac-

tion of the composite element can be observed in the

deformed FE models, when a compressive load was

applied. A relatively stable Poisson’s ratio with strain

increase was obtained; it was due to a nearly linear

change in the ratio R of the inclusion. The composite ele-

ment with higher H values had a lower magnitude of the

Poisson’s ratio at this stage of deformation since the void

in this composite could be closed quicker. At relatively

high overall strains, the ratio R changed irregularly, and

the composite’s Poisson’s ratio increased significantly. It

can be explained by a very complex deformation at this

stage, characterised by final closure of the void, contacts

between its internal surfaces and buckling of the shells.

However, the composite element with lower H generally

showed a more stable performance, since, thanks to a big-

ger void space within the inclusion, contact and buckling

occurs later than in the composite with higher H.

3. Besides the special deformation character, a hardening

effect is observed in the composite with the designed

inclusion. Although the material properties of the constit-

uents are linear elastic, a nonlinear global mechanical

behaviour was obtained, with the modulus increasing with
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the overall strain. It means that the stiffness of composite

was enhanced. Moreover, the geometrical parameter T

was proved to be an important factor affecting the harden-

ing effect for given material properties of the constituents.

A higher magnitude of T resulted in higher overall stiff-

ness of the composite element, in accordance with the

classic rule of mixture.

The most important contribution of this study is to pro-

vide a possible approach to design composites with a tunable

Poisson’s ratio and enhanced mechanical properties, for exam-

ple: light weight composite materials with relative higher

impact resistance and shear stiffness. According to the analy-

sis of this study, the developed inclusion exhibits both struc-

tural concentration and volume-closure effects. The composite

element with this inclusion demonstrated an effective reduc-

tion in the Poisson’s ratio, tunable by adjusting geometrical

parameters of the inclusion. Moreover, the hardening effect of

the composite structure was validated that was also affected

by the inclusion’s geometry features. Although the discussed

effects were relatively small in the studied composite elements

with one inclusion, it is mostly due to low volume fractions of

void in them—some 5%. For the future study, there are two

methods, which could enhance these effects. First, inclusions

on the basis of polyhedrons with higher orders of faces will be

analysed to increase the volume fraction of voids in a compos-

ite. Second, the fraction of void could be also increased by

increasing the number of inclusions. Actually, a similar con-

cept was used in our previous study.25 In it, a 2D composite

structure with a large number of hollow re-entrant inclusions

demonstrated specific mechanical performances in terms of

both its Poisson’s ratio and overall stiffness. These results will

be used to extend our previous study from 2D to 3D.
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